HSC’s NGH is a cloud-hosted Hotspot 2.0 based network solution that complements the WiFi access points to facilitate easy & secure WiFi on-boarding and seamless WiFi roaming.

The solution enables WiFi providers, both enterprises and Telcos, to offer enhanced WiFi experience to their end-users. It eliminates the need to manually discover and connect every time the user enters the network. With HSC’s NGH, end-users can also roam seamlessly between different WiFi providers’ networks based on the roaming agreement/ subscription.

NGH also empowers the WiFi providers to manage the users better and enforce policies via automatic remediation of user credentials, subscription and policy updates.

**CHALLENGES IN CURRENT WIFI**

- Poor WiFi onboarding process
- Short range cyber - attacks
- Inconsistent experiences at different sites
- Changing pre-shared passwords
- Lack of strong security & encryption methods
- Managing multiple SSIDs
MONETIZATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENTERPRISES

In addition to enhanced end-user experience resulting in increased customer satisfaction score, NGH also brings new monetization opportunities for the enterprises:

- Proximity Marketing
- Network insights via Wi-Fi analytics
- Roaming revenues
- Interconnection with 5G networks

WHY HSC

- Rich Experience in deploying scalable enterprise systems across the globe
- Professional Services to deploy, integrate and support products, so you can focus on your business
- Complete Ecosystem offering a range of components (AAA, HS2.0 servers, captive portal and local CA)
- Future Ready HSC can help in your technology needs - both today and tomorrow

E-mail : info@hsc.com
Website : https://hsc.com